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Complex Parts and Documentation
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Materials and Properties
• Physical Material
Right Click a component  Physical
material
• Accesses an extensive library of materials
• Applying a Physical Material to a
component will provide the appearance
and properties
of the material
• The current properties of a component can
be reviewed by selecting properties

Materials and Properties
• Specific properties are useful for
• Rendering
• Stress analysis / simulation
• Thermal analysis / simulation
• Identifying basic physical values
•
•
•
•
•
•

Area
Density
Mass
Volume
Moment of Inertia
…etc

Creating Documentation
• Documentation for complex parts
will often contain an assembly
page with parts list identifying
each part
• This can often be an exploded
view which is useful to anyone
assembling the part
• This could be done for subassemblies to show how each part
fits within the assembly

Creating Documentation
• To provide a Description of your
components you need to select
the component from the browser
and right-click to access the
Properties window.
• In the Properties window you can
type a useful descriptor in the
Description window

Creating Documentation

Creating Documentation
• On subsequent pages, each
component is individually
documented with all relevant…
• Dimensions
• Datum geometry
• Revision data
• Tolerance data
• Notes…etc
Caution: A large number of points are
lost due to failing to provide
dimensions on your
component drawing.

Creating a Drawing
Create 2D drawings from your Fusion 360 designs, which enables you to generate
PDF and DWG documentation of your Fusion 360 model.

To view a video on
generating 2D drawings,
click the following link.
Drawing Overview

Base View
• Base View

• Generates a drawing view of the
referenced 3D model.
• You can use a base view as a
parent for projected views.

To view a video on creating a base view, click the following link.
View from the start to 2m 10s.
About Drawing Views

Drawing View Options
• The options control the appearance
and edge visibility of the 3D model in
the drawing view.

To view a video on drawing view options, click the following link and view
from 2m 10s to 4m 22s.
About Drawing Views

Projected Views
• Projected Views

• Generates projected orthogonal and
isometric views.
• Drag in the intended direction from
the base view
• A sample of the resulting view will be
displayed live

To view a video on projected views, click the following link and view
from 4m 22s to the end.
About Drawing Views

Section Views
• Section Views

• Generates a full, half, offset or aligned
section view.

To view a video on section views, click the following link.
About Section Views

Detail Views
• Detail Views

• Shows a specific portion of a
view at an enlarged scale.

Annotation - Centerlines
• Center Line

• Select 2 straight edges.
• The centerline is created between
them.
• The center line’s edges can be
selected and manually extended

Annotation – Center Mark
• Center Mark

• Select a rounded edge such as a fillet,
hole, sphere or cylinder.

Dimensions
• Dimensions

• Creates linear, aligned,
angular, radius and
diameter dimensions.

To view a video on adding dimensions, click
the following link. About Dimensioning

Text

• Text

• Specify the corners for the text box then enter text.
• When finished click outside the text editor.
• Bullet points or special symbols can be added

Leader
• Leader

• Specify the arrowhead location
• Specify the location of the text, then enter
text
• When finished click outside the text editor

Left justified, Centered in slot

Symbols – Feature Control Frame
• Feature Control Frame

• Utilizes notes and symbols to document geometric
relationships and tolerances
• Select either an edge or an existing dimension then
place the feature control frame.
• Parallel, straightness, flatness…etc

To view a video on add a feature control frame, click the
following link and view from 1m 57s to 3m 10s.
About Geometric Tolerancing

Parts List
• Parts List

• Generates a parts list of the model associated to the
drawing.
• Double clicking the default parts list opens a menu where
the listed information can be modified
• All data are pulled from your
components properties
• Modify a component’s properties
to change the information in the list

Balloons
• Balloons
• Generates a balloon to label a
component in a drawing view.
• The numbers match the parts list
by default

• Title Block

Title Block

• Double-click the title block to edit or add to the properties.

Fully customizable

Can be imported from DWG

Output
• Output

• Creates a PDF or DWG of the current drawing
• Output can also,

• Create a drawing template of the current drawing
configuration that can be used when creating new
drawings.
• Create a CSV file of the selected parts list or table.

Annotation Settings

• Annotation Settings

• Modify annotation settings such as the
_________

• font
• text height
• dimension precision

Sheet Settings
• Sheet Settings

• Modify the sheet size and insert a
custom title block.

Sheets
• Sheets

• Add multiple sheets to a
drawing.

